Volodymyr Bohun-Chudyniv: On a method of determining orthogonal square matrices of (2 1+x -l)2*(Xèl, K^l; \ = 0, K>2) order, composed of differing integers.
In the works of: (1) J. J. Sylvester, Thoughts on inverse orthogonal matrices etc., Philosophical Magazine (4) vol. 34 (1867) pp. 461-475; (2) A. C. Paley, On orthogonal matrices, Journal of Mathematics and Physics vol. 12 (1933) pp. 311-320, are given methods of determining orthogonal square matrices of 2 K (K ^ 2) order and in Paley's work also ones of other orders (see table I, p. 317 of his work), but elements of these matrices can only be ±1. In author's paper On orthogonal and non-orthogonal closed systems of K-nions and their application (Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Abstract 58-6-562) is given a method of determining closed systems of X-nions and a method of constructing with their help orthogonal matrices of (2 1+x -1) (X > 1) and 2 K (K>2) orders composed of differing integers. In the present paper the author determines the method of constructing orthogonal square matrices of (2 1+x -1)2* (X^l, iC^l; X = 0, K>2) order, elements of which are also differing integers. Matrices of this type we determine with the help of 2 lemmas and schemes of X-nions, constructed by the author for determining orthogonal square matrices of (2 1+x -l) and 2 K orders. A particular case of the first lemma is the first lemma of Paley. The largest number of elements in these matrices can equal 3 • (2 1+x -l) 2 for the first group of matrices and 3 • 2 2K for the second. The Sylvester-Paley orthogonal square matrices are included in author's matrices as a particular case. (Received January 14, 1953.) 267/. Leonard Carlitz: A note on partitions in GF [x, q] .
Problems of the following kind are discussed. For AÇzGF [x, q] , A j^O, let p(A) denote the number of solutions of A = U1 + U2+ • • • , deg^4 = deg Ui>deg £/ 2 > • • • ; let pk(A) denote the number of solutions in which there are precisely k summands. Then it is shown that if deg A=*m, then P(A) = JJT^ (l + Cs-1 )^'), while p k (A) «gCfc-DC*-»/»^]. (Received January 12, 1953.) 268/. Leonard Carlitz: Note on some partition identities.
The paper contains elementary proofs of some identities proved by Newman, Remarks on some modular identities, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 37 (1952) pp. 313-320, as well as of some similar formulas. (Received January 12, 1953.) 269/. Leonard Carlitz: The first factor of the class number of a cyclic field. Let p-l=ab, where b is odd and >1. Let f = e 27r^, and let KC.R(t) denote the cyclic field of degree a over the rational field; let h a denote the first factor of the class number of K. It is shown that h a^2~^a~2^i l [ 1 [Bbup n +i (mod p n ), where u = 1, 3, • • • , a -1. The method is that used by Vandiver, On the first factor of the class number of a cyclotomic field. Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 25 (1918-19) pp. 458-461. (Received January 12, 1953.) 270/. Eckford Cohen: The finite Goldbach problem in algebraic number fields.
In a previous paper (Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Abstract 58-4-327) thé author gave a criterion for the representability of the elements of the ring R(m) of residue classes modulo an integer w>l, as sums of prime elements of R(m). This result is extended to an arbitrary finite extension F of the rationals. Let A 5*1 be an integral nonzero ideal of F and suppose that A has m distinct prime ideal factors, of which h are of norm >2 and k are of norm =2, (h-\-k~m) . If A has but a single prime divisor Q of norm 2 (k = 1), denote by n the maximum power to which Q divides A. The following theorem is proved: If R(A) denotes the ring of residue classes (mod A), then there exists an n such that all elements of R(A) are expressible as a sum of n primes of R(A) if and only if m>l, h>0. For such A, the minimum value M of n is given by M=2 if k=0 and h^2; by M-Z if k -1 and h^2, if k -1, h = l, and ju = l, or if k -2 and h^l; by M=4 if k -1, h = l, and fi>l; and by M-k if k^3 and h^l. Other results of a related nature are also proved. (Received February 12, 1953.) 271/. Eckford Cohen : The number of solutions of quartic congruences in two unknowns.
Using an approach employed previously in the case of cubic congruences, the author obtains explicit formulas for the number of solutions of the quartic congruences (I) ax^-\-by^ = n (mod £ x ) and (II) ax*-\-by 2 = n (mod £ x ), where p is a prime= l(mod 4), (a, p) =(&, p) = 1, and n is arbitrary. The formulas obtained for (I) and (II) are particularly simple in case tf^O (mod £ x ), t being defined by n^p% (£, p) -l. On the basis of these results, solvability criteria for (I) and (II) are derived. For example, it is shown, in case p = l (mod 8), £7*17, that (I) is insolvable if and only if t^O (mod 4), /<X, and a and b have a different quartic character (mod p), and in case £ = 5 (mod 8), p>29 t that (I) is insolvable if and only if t^O (mod 4), /<X, and a and b either have the same quartic character or have a different quadratic character (mod p). Formulas for the number of primitive solutions of (I) and (II) in the case of a prime modulus (\ = 1) are also found. (Received February 12, 1953.) 272. V. J. Doberly: Doberly's series and products.
Through disintegrating the product of any number in) of successive terms of arithmetical progression a, a-\-h t a-\-2h, • • • , [a + (w -l)h] into an algebraical series, all terms of which are proved to be expressible as (» -2)! •(«+*) EwIT 1 a(o+h)(a+2h)
• • • [a + (f»-l)fc]A w -«-7(»-l)!, the author has found many new types of final series, all easily yielding to summation through a simple algebraical expression consisting of one single term only. Typical among the simplest of the series permitting such summation of any number of their terms are numerical successions similar to 1 -2 -3+2 • 3 -4+3 -4-5+ • • • and 3+3 -4/11+3 -4-5/2! +3 -4 • 5 • 6/3!+ • • • as well as the progression of a given definite number of terms with successively decreasing powers in one of their factors as in the series 3 • 2 3 +3-5-2 2 /l!+3-5-7-2V2!+3-5-7-9-2 0 /3!,where»=4. (ReceivedJanuary9,1953.) 273. Alfred Horn: Doubly stochastic matrices and the diagonal of an orthogonal matrix.
If Xi^ • • • *zxn, yis£ • • • ^y n , and if ^, k imtl #»^]£*_i ?»*» l^k^n -1, and £" = i X * " 2-)"_i y*> then there exists a real orthogonal matrix (a»,-) such that Xi -S".* fljj-yy-This generalizes a well known theorem of Hardy, Littlewood, and Pólya. As an application it is shown that a vector x is the diagonal of a real orthogonal matrix with determinant +1 if and only if it lies in the convex hull of those points (±1, • • • , ±1) of which an even number of coordinates are -1. It follows that a vector x can be the diagonal of a real orthogonal matrix if and only if ]T)JV*» \XJ\ ^n-2-\-\xi\ and \xt\ ^1, l^i^n.
If #;^0, these last conditions are also necessary and sufficient for the diagonal of a doubly stochastic matrix. (Received January 15, 1953.) 274/. J. R. Isbell: Birkhoff's problem 111.
A doubly stochastic infinite matrix is a limit of linear combinations of permutation matrices, error being measured by the least upper bound of sums in rows and columns of absolute errors, if and only if for every e>0 there is n such that in every row and column the sum of the largest n elements is > 1 -e. In other norms there are unsatisfactory trivialities. The fundamental tool is Konig's selection theorem. This is a substantially complete solution of the last problem in Birkhoff's well known list. (Received January 15, 1953.) 275/. J. R. Isbell: On finitary games.
The fundamental results of the theory of non-cooperative games are extended to two classes of gamelike processes. A finite Kuhn diagram a play of which may intersect one information set up to n times is fully equivalent, if players are permitted to randomize at each move, to a continuous game on a product of cells with payoff a polynomial of the nth. degree; all polynomials in appropriate variables are such payoffs. A stochastic and competitive process with payoff only at absorbing states and all transition probability distributions atomic has stationary equilibrium points; if it is two-person zero-sum, the payoff in the stationary strategies is linear fractional and the sets of good strategies are convex. A game of the latter type has an essential subgame with a closed solution satisfying the dimensionality relation, and its solu-tion is equivalent to the solution of a system of matrix games; but inessential pure strategies may figure in good strategies. (Received January 15, 1953.) 276. H. G. Jacob, Jr.: A theorem on Kronecker products.
By defining the notion of rank and coherence for elements of a Kronecker product of vector spaces of arbitrary dimensions the results of L. K. Hua (Sci. Rep. Nat. Tsing Hua Univ. Ser. A vol. 5 (1948) pp. 150-181) may be generalized. Let &, %)i, i = l, 2, be right and left vector spaces respectively over the division rings A»-. Let &Xi9i denote the Kronecker products of these spaces and g); <g>;36; denote the products of the same spaces regarded as right and left vector spaces respectively over I\, the anti-isomorphic images of A». Let T= £*_i tf/XiyyG&XiSDi and 5= ]C*_i yj<S>iXj G2)i®i&. Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition that the mapping T-+T 0 of &Xi2)i onto £2X22)2 be one-to-one, coherence invariant, and possesses a coherence invariant inverse is that either (1) T°r= 2""i XjPX2yjQ-\-R t where P and Q are semi-linear transformations of & onto £2 and g)i onto $2 respectively, with the same isomorphisms of Ai onto A2, and i££: #2X22)2; or (2) T a = S y , where T-+S is the natural mapping of 36iXi2)i onto g)i<S>i36i and S y -]C""i yjQXzXjP+R where Q and P are semilinear transformations of %)i onto #2 and 36i onto 8)2 respectively, with same isomorphism, and R is as described above. (Received January 15, 1953.) 277. D. J. Lewis: Singular quartic forms.
In the study of forms over a p-adic field K, it is well known that if a form has a nonsingular zero modulo p in K, it has a nontrivial zero in K. Thus it is a natural problem to study forms which have only singular zeros modulo p in K; or equivalently, forms over a finite field k which have only singular zeros in k. The author has previously (Ann. of Math. vol. 56 (1952) pp. 473-478) exhibited and made use of properties of such forms of degree three. In this paper it is shown that if a quartic form over k -GF(q) has only singular zeros in k t then if l\q and q is sufficiently large, the form must be of one of the following types : (i) e(Qi 2 -vQJ), (ii) e(Li 2 -z;L 2 2 )(L 3 2 -wL 4 2 ), or (iii) G(Li, L2, • • • , L 3 ), where e~ ±1, v and u are either zero or non-squares of k, Qi and Li are respectively quadratic and linear forms over k, and G(zi, 22, • • • , z s ) is a quartic form having only the trivial zero in k, hence s ^4. An essential step in the proof utilizes a generalization of a theorem of Carlitz (Duke Math. J. vol. 19 (1952) pp. 471-474) . (Received January 12, 1953.) 278/. R. C. Lyndon: Identities infinite algebras.
A nonassociative multiplication is defined over a finite set S, with the property that there exists no finite set of identities for S from which all others are derivable. (Received January 19, 1953.) 279. A. B. Willcox: Some structure theorems for a class of Banach algebras.
Let R be a 5-algebra with unit and whose Stone-Jacobson structure space, S(R), is Hausdorff. If R is commutative this is equivalent to R being regular in the sense of Silov [Travaux de l'Inst. Math. Stekloff, 1947] . For 23-algebras with H.s.s. this paper presents some theorems on representation of closed ideals as intersections of primitive ideals or of closed primary ideals. Some of these are generalizations of theorems due to Silov in the regular-commutative case. Also generalized from Silov's paper are the basic theorems on separation of closed disjoint sets in S(R) and on existence of minimal closed primary ideals J(P), P any primitive ideal. Using the [May ideals J(P) the definition of "type C" is the obvious generalization of Silov's definition, and R is of type Co if it is of type C and if the functions ||x(P)|| are continuous on S(R) for all xÇzR-If R, of type C, has H.s.s. then R is a sub-direct sum of the primary ^-algebras R/J(P), and the sum has certain continuity properties if R is of type Co. The reverse process of constructing 5-algebras of type C or C 0 from arbitrary primary U-algebras is possible under some continuity restrictions on the sums used, and this process is, in a sense, unique if the elements of the sum distinguish between the elements of the Hausdorff space of indices. (Received January 9, 1953.) 280. K. G. Wolfson: An ideal-theoretic characterization of the ring of all linear transformations.
Let K be an abstract ring, and call a left ideal of K a left annulet if it is the totality of left annihilators of a subset of K. Then K is isomorphic to a ring T(F, A) of all linear transformations of the vector space A over the division ring F if and only if (1) Ko, the socle of K t is not a zero-ring, and is contained in every nonzero two-sided ideal of K.
(2) Any left ideal of K which is annihilated on the right only by zero contains K 0 .
(3) The sum of two left annulets is a left annulet. (4) K contains an identity element. The method of proof depends on the existence of a Galois-type correspondence between the lattice of annulets of a ring of linear transformations, and the lattice of subspaces of the underlying vector space. A characterization of all two-sided ideals of T(F, A) is also given. (Received January 13, 1953.) ANALYSIS 281t. Joseph Andrushkiw: A note on power series whose partial sums have only real zeros.
Let (a»), w = 0, 1, 2, • • • , oo = l, be a sequence of real numbers such that f n (z) -1 + 1. I^L dkZjc, n>N, is a polynomial whose zeros are either all positive or all negative. Since the derivative/^n -2) (z) has also only real zeros, it follows that |a«| 1/n <2 (1~n >/ 2 #i, n>N, and hence that the power series ƒ(z) = 1 + S/Li akZk ' ls convergent for all values of z. The polynomial f n (z), n>N, possessing at most double zeros (Andrushkiw, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Abstract 58-2-151), one can apply the theorem of Grommer (J. Reine Angew. Math. vol. 144 (1914) pp. 114-165) in modified form (Andrushkiw, Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. Abstract 58-3-289) and conclude that f(z) is an integral function with only positive (negative) zeros and of genus 0, except for the factor e cz , c^O (c^O). Uf n (z), n>N, has only real (but not necessarily of the same sign) zeros, it can be shown that \a n \ lln <n~l l2 {a\-2a 2 ) 1/2 , n>N. In a similar way it follows that f(z) is an integral function with only real zeros and of genus 1, except for the factor e cz2 (c^O). (Received January 6, 1953.) 282. E. K. Blum: The fundamental group of the principal component of a commutative Banach algebra.
Let B denote an arbitrary commutative Banach algebra over the complex numbers. It is assumed that B contains a unit element, e, with norm equal to 1. If b is an element in B such that b~x exists (ö& -1 = & -1 ô = e), then b is "regular." Let G denote the set of regular elements. G is an open set, hence is a union of maximal open connected sets, its components. Let Gi be the component which contains e. Now, the function exp (x)^e+ S n =»i % n /n\ is defined for all x in B and has the usual properties of the classical exponential function. IfHi(6ri) denotes the fundamental group of Gi f the main result of this paper may be stated as follows : Theorem. Let P be the set of all x in B such that exp (x) = e. Then P is an additive group which is isomorphic to IIiCGi). Two proofs are given. The first is based on Schreier's theory of the universal covering group. The second depends only on results from the theory of Banach algebras. (Received January 12, 1953.) 283. F. E. Browder: The existence of a fundamental solution in the large for the general linear elliptic system of differential equations with analytic coefficients.
Let D be a bounded domain in E n , r and m positive integers, C 2 ™(D) the family of 2;w-times continuously differentiate r-vector functions with compact support in D. The system of r differential operators of order 2m, Ki Ri > is saicl to be linear elliptic system on D if each of the Ri is a linear differential operator on D of order less than 2m acting on u h • • • u T and if in addition ]£*i-"*2m ^i-.^ji.iW^ • • * & 2m is a nonsingular (rXr)-matrix for xÇ_D and any real n-vector (£). By a fundamental solution matrix for such a system is meant an (rXr)-matrix ea(x t z) whose entries are defined for x, zÇiD and XT*Z and such that m(x) = ]£? jDe%j(z)Kj(u)dz for (u)ÇzC 2 c m (D) (K the adjoint system to K). It is shown that if the coefficients of K are analytic on D, then there always exists a fundamental solution for K on D, each of whose entries is analytic in x and in z for x, zÇj) and xj^z. The proof uses a device of Holmgren, usually employed in showing the uniqueness of the solution of the Cauchy problem. (Received January 14, 1953.) 284/. P. L. Butzer and Waclaw Kozakiewicz: A theorem on the generalized derivatives.
Let the f unction ƒ (#) be defined in the open interval (a, b), then the "right" difference of order 5 + 1 is defined inductively by the relations
Among the results obtained is the following: If fix) is continuous in (a, b) and if there exists a sequence {h n } of positive numbers converging to zero and a function s(x) Lebesgue integrable in every closed subinterval of (a, b) such that lim^co s n (x) =lim n -oo [A^+'ƒ(«)] A| l +1 =0 almost everywhere in (a, b) and |s ft (#)| ^s(x), n -\, 2, 3, • • • , for a<x<x + (l-{-l)hn<b, then/(x) is a polynomial of degree / in (a, b) . This result contains as a particular case one due to Th. Anghelutza (Bull. Sci. Math. (2) vol. 63 (1939) pp. 239-246). A similar theorem can be stated for the "central" difference of order 5+1 defined inductively by
The method of proof consists of an extensive use of integral operators. (Received January 6, 1953.) 285/. W. F. Darsow: On positive definite f unctions and pure states.
For a locally compact group G with its Haar measure, let Q be the set of positive definite functions on G that can be uniformly approximated on compact sets by functions of the form ƒ * ƒ where ƒ is a continuous function on G vanishing outside some compact set and H/l^ -l; and let A be the uniform closure of the set of all bounded linear operators L f on L 2 with ƒ in L 1 where L/g-f * g. It is shown that there exists a convex-linear isomorphism between the set of states of A and Q. Furthermore, a discrete, countable group is exhibited for which the constant function 1 does not belong to Q. This answers in the negative problem 5 of R. Godement (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 63 (1948) pp. 1-84). As a consequence it follows that the irreducible, unitary representations arising from pure states in the manner of I. E. Segal (Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 53 (1947) pp. 73-88) do not in general exhaust all the (strongly continuous) irreducible, unitary representations. (Received January 6, 1953.) 286. Bernard Epstein and Anne Scheeren Brownian motion and the Green's function. The plane case.
M. Kac has recently established (Proceedings of the Second Berkeley Symposium) the existence of the exterior Green's function of a domain Q in three-dimensional space by means of the theory of Brownian motion (Wiener measure). While the method is easily extended to higher dimensions, serious difficulties arise in the two-dimensional case, due to the divergence of certain integrals. By introducing a parameter € which renders the integrals convergent, and carrying out certain limiting operations, Kac's procedure can be modified so as to establish the existence of the exterior Green's function (with pole at infinity) of a bounded plane domain whose boundary satisfies certain mild conditions. The chief difficulty that has to be overcome is that the probabilistic interpretation of certain functions has to be abandoned, thus necessitating a proof by analytic methods of certain inequalities which are obvious by probability arguments in the three-dimensional case. (Received January 15, 1953.) 287/. Herbert Fédérer: An integralgeometric theorem.
Let H k be the ^-dimensional Hausdorff measure over Euclidean w-space and let M be a Haar measure over the group of isometries of w-space.
where c depends only on k, I, n, and /*. [The proofs given in the paper use a particular Haar measure M and yield the corresponding value of c explicitly in terms of k, I, and n.] (Received January 15, 1953.) 
Murray Gerstenhaber : Singularities on the varieties of modules of Riemann surfaces.
The conjectures which Teichmueller made public in 1939 concerning the problem of the modules enable one to conclude that if an algebraic variety (over the complex numbers) can be constructed, the points of which, after the deletion of a subvariety, are in one-to-one correspondence with the conformai equivalence classes of Riemann surfaces of genus g, then this variety must have singular points whenever g is greater than one. In particular, that point of the variety which corresponds to the unique hyperelliptic Riemann surface of genus g which possesses a conformai self-transformation of order 2g-f-l will be singular; the variety will in fact not be locally euclidean at that point. This singularity will be isolated if and only if 2g + l is prime. Until Teichmueller's conjectures are proved, these conclusions are also only conjectures, but in the case of genus two they have been verified independently by algebraic methods by Max Rosenlicht and by transcendental methods by the author. It is further indicated by the Teichmueller conjectures that, in the case of genus 2, the singular point described in the foregoing is unique. (Received January 12, 1953.) 289/. Seymour Ginsburg: Incomparable order types.
Pairs of simply ordered sets, whose symmetric difference contains just two elements and whose order types are incomparable, are studied. The principal result obtained is the following. Let p and q, p<q, be two fixed points in the set A^J {ƒ>, q}. If the set {x | p <x < q, xÇ:A } is infinite, then the order types of ÀSJ {p} and AKJ {q} are incomparable. The converse is also true, namely, if B and C have incomparable order types, and if the symmetric difference of B and C contains just two elements, p and q, where p<q in D=B\JC, then (1) p and q are both fixed points in D;
(2) B=A\J{y]
and C«i4U{*}, where y is one of the points p or g, and z is the other point; and (3) the set {x\p<x<q, xÇzD) is infinite. (Received January 12, 1953.) 290. Felix Haas: The Poincarê-Bendixon theorem for closed twodimensional manifolds different from the torus.
In the following M is a two-dimensional, closed, orientable, manifold. F is a vector field on M which satisfies a Lipschitz condition and has at most a denumerable number of singular points. C + is a characteristic of V. ~C, the set of co-limit points of C + , is assumed to be free of singular points. Then the following theorem holds: Unless M is a torus and V is free of singular points, C is a closed curve; C + either equals ~C or spirals toward C from one side. In the proof it is first shown that a closed curve »S belongs to C It is then shown that if C is nowhere dense on M, then S is a characteristic. By a previous result of the author this implies that 5 is a characteristic unless M is a torus and V is free of singular points. Next it is proved that under the same hypothesis C contains no points which do not belong to S. And finally, it is shown that C + either equals ~C or spirals toward C from one side. (Received January 14, 1953.) 291. Alfred Huber: A theorem of Phragmên-Lindelöf type. 
Benjamin Lepson: On the variations of a function of bounded variation.
It is well known that a necessary and sufficient condition that a real-valued function of a real variable be of bounded variation over a finite interval is that it can be expressed as the difference of two nondecreasing functions. The sufficiency is obvious, while the necessity is usually proved by decomposing the function into its positive and negative variations (aside from an additive constant). This may be called the canonical decomposition of the function. However, it is readily seen that, given a pair of nondecreasing functions, it is not always possible to find a function of bounded variation for which they form such a decomposition. It is the purpose of this paper to find conditions on the given pair of functions so that this is possible. (Received January 15, 1953.) 293/. A. E. Livingston: The Lebesgue constants for Euler (e, /), 0 <t < 1, summation of Fourier series.
The Lebesgue constant of order n for the Euler (e, t), 0<t < 1, means of a trigonometric Fourier series is L n (t) =(2/7r)/S r | Im [e ix >\\ -t+te ix ) n ]\ /(2 sin x/2)dx. (The summability method (e, /) is ordinarily denoted by (E, (l-t)/t).) The author sub-mitted an abstract at the New Haven meeting of October 25, 1952, in which he stated that L n (t) -(2/w 2 ) log n-\-0(l) for each t as »-> <*>. He has now completed this result to £"(/) = (2/TT 2 ) log (2«//(1-/))-(2A 2 )C+(2/7T)/^-1 sin x dx -(2/TT)fixr 1 { 2/TT -| sin x\ }dx-{-€n(t), where C is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and e n (t)->0 for each / as n-> oo. (Received February 25, 1953.) 294/. A. E. Livingston: The zeros of a certain class of indefinite integrals.
where ƒ(/) ^0 on [0, 1), ƒ(/)*(> on any [a, b)C[0, 1), f(t)<EL(0, 1), ƒ(*+»)-(-1W0, for»-l, 2, • • • , *(0>O for *£0, g« J, 0, f(t)g(t) G^(0, 1), g(n-\-\)/g(n)->1 as »-»<», and g(£) has a point of decrease in each of an infinite set of intervals (n, n-\-\)> n integral. Let z n denote the zero of F(x) in (n, » + l), n -0, 1, • • • . If N is an infinite set of distinct non-negative integers and aÇi [O, l] , then the author shows that a n.a.s.c. for ( -l) n F(n)/g(ri)-*f$f(t)dt as rc-•<*>, nÇiN, is that Zn-n-^a as n-•«, nÇzN. If, in addition, g(2) -g(*+l)£ I and if C(E(0, 1) is defined by 2f°f(t)dt=flf(t)dt, then it is shown that (-l) n F(n)/g(n)-*f a J(t)dt as «->oo and that z n -n^C, n = 0, 1, • • • . (Received February 24, 1953.) 
Eugene Lukacs and Otto Szâsz: Non-negative trigonometric polynomials and certain rational characteristic functions.
Let 0<&i<&2< • • * <b n be n integers and 0<di<d 
M. H. Protter: A boundary value problem for the wave equation.
Let Xo, yo, Zo be fixed quantities such that x Q -{-y 0 <z 0 and suppose D is the domain in (x, y, z) space bounded by the surfaces Si: x 2J ry 2~( z-Zo) 2 , S 2 : (x -Xo) 2 -{-(y -y 0 ) 2 ~z 2 , and S B : 2 = 0. Let f(x, y), g(x, y) be given functions having continuous first derivatives. A solution to the wave equation ti X x-\-u yy -u ez is obtained in D satisfying the boundary conditions u~f(x, y) on 6*3, u-g(x, y) on S%. The proof uses the generalization of the Riemann method due to Martin as well as Asgeirsson's mean value theorem. The result can be extended to the wave equation in any number of variables. As a corollary certain theorems on mean values of a function defined in a circle may be obtained. (Received October 22, 1952.) 
I. F. Ritter: A parametric representation of the eigenvectors of a matrix.
The eigenvalue problem for a matrix A of order n with numerical elements can be formulated by the identity (1) (pA-I)y(p)^f(p)c in the parameter p, where /(X" 1 )^ is the characteristic function of A and c SL numerical vector. If f(p) and a vector y(p), satisfying (1), are obtained in polynomial form, each root pi of /=0 furnishes an eigenvector y (pi) of A. A practical method, which remains feasible with increasing n, is described for computing, before ƒ is found by (1), a solution y{p) in a form which differs significantly from the columns of adj (pA -I). Beginning with a vector r 1 with n arbitrary parameters as components, a sequence ri(p) is set up by eliminating from pAri~l(p) one of the parameters to form ri(p). For nonderogatory A, with trivial exceptions, r n (p), containing one arbitrary parameter, can be reached and taken as solution y(p). If A is derogatory, the sequence cannot be continued beyond z-r k (p), k<n. Then one component of the vector g(p) -(pA -I)z{p) represents the reduced characteristic function g(X _1 )X* of A. After solving g=0 (much easier to solve than ƒ=0) for the eigenvalues pi of A, either all (except one) of the parameters in z(pi) can be determined from piAzipi) -z(pi), or enough of them remain arbitrary so that z(pi) represents the invariant subspace belonging to the eigenvalue pi. (Received January 14, 1953.) 298/. M. S. Robertson: Schlicht solutions of the Sturm-Liouville differential equation. Preliminary report.
Let zp(z) be regular for \z\ <1 and dl{z 2 p(z)} ^(^/4)|s| for \z\ <1, where X x is the smallest positive zero of the Bessel function JQ(X). Then the unique solution W= W(z) of the differential equation W"+p(z)W=0
for which W(0) = 0, W'(0) = 1, is schlicht and star-like in |JS| <1. The constant a^/4 = 1.4460 • * • is a best possible one. A similar theorem holds if %l{z 2 p(z)} ^(7T 2 /4)|JS| 2 in |JS| <1, and again the constant (7T 2 /4) is a best possible one. If z 2 p{z) is regular in \z\ < 1, and if 9? {z 2 p{z)} ^K, where K -SJ2 + 1/8 and S\ is the smallest positive zero S~S\ of the function <f>(S) -fof( u ) cos sudu, /(w) = (3+cosh w)" 1/2 , then the unique solution of the form W=W(z)=z a YLZ-\ anZn > ûo^l, of W"-{-p(z)W=0, corresponding to the root a of the indicial equation whose real part is the larger, is such that {W(z)} llot =z-\-• • • is schlicht for |z| <1. The constant K cannot be replaced by a larger one. These theorems are special cases of a more general parent theorem which will be announced later on completion of the present investigation. (Received January 12, 1953.) 299/. L. B. Robinson: On a complete system of tensors.
Given the system of equations -yjdf/dyi-y' df/dyl -y'/df/dy" -l,d//dl;=0, i*j\ h i = l, 2, 3, -yidf/dyi-yidf/dyi -yi'df/dyi' ^hdf/dlt+hdf/dh+Iidf/dlA = 0, -ytdf/dyt-yldf/yl -yi'df/dyl' +Iidf/dIi+I t df/dIt+hdf/dI A = 0, -y*df/dy z -yl df/dyl -y" df/dyl' +Iidf/dI 1 +I 2 df/dI 2 + hdf/dh = 0 f -Sdf/d®-yidf/dyi -yl df/dyl-yl df/dyl+Iidf/dIi+I s df/dIi+I t df/dl9 = 0. Solving these equations helps one to compute a complete system of tensors. (Received January 5, 1953.) 
Maxwell Rosenlicht: Simple differentials of second kind on Hodge manifolds.
It is proved that on a Hodge manifold (in particular, on a nonsingular algebraic variety), the number of simple differentials of second kind that are linearly independent modulo exact differentials is precisely the first Betti number. The theory of abelian varieties is used to effect a simple reduction of the proof of the general theorem to the case of an algebraic curve. (Received January 12, 1953.) 301. V. L. Shapiro: Circular summability C of double trigonometric series. F(x, y) , defined in a neighborhood of (#o, yo) and integrable on the circumference of every circle contained in this neighborhood with (x 0 , yo) as center, is said to have a generalized rth Laplacian at (x 0 , y 0 ) equal to a r if (l/2Tr)f^F(xo-\-t cos 9, y Q +t sin d)dB means of this definition a necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a Cesaro mean which sums a given series is obtained. In particular the following theorem is proved: Let T= ^c mn e i (jnxArnv) be a double trigonometric series with coefficients c mn~o {(m 2 -\-n 2 ) y ), 7^ -1. A necessary and sufficient condition that the series should be circularly summable C at the point (#0, yo) to the sum s is that there exists an integer r>y + l such that if F(x, y) \M\ 9 éo ( -l) The author derives relations connecting the minima \B of the integral /B|/| 2 do>, doe = dxidyidx2dy 2 , Zk-Xk+iyk, k = l, 2, for functions ƒ =ƒ(zi, z 2 )Ç:L 2 {B) and satisfying at a point t -(h, / 2 )£5 certain auxiliary conditions. E.g., if For the unit square with square grid of mesh 1/A, in any closed interior region the convergence of the solution of the difference equation to the solution of the Dirichlet problem is of the respective orders 1/A 2 , 1/A, 1/A a , provided the boundary values either have a derivative of bounded variation, or are themselves of bounded variation, or satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order a, 0<a££l. For boundary values piecewise constant the convergence is of the order 1/A 2 or 1/A according as all discontinuities are or are not points of the grid. If only continuity is assumed for the boundary values, the order of the convergence may be arbitrarily slow with respect to 1/A. (Received January 12, 1953.) 305/. John Wermer: On a class of bounded linear operators. Preliminary report. 
John Wermer: On algebras of continuous functions.
Let C denote the algebra of functions continuous on the unit circle. With the norm: ||/|| =supixi~i |jf(X)|, C is a Banach algebra. Let A denote the set of all ƒ in C which are boundary values of functions analytic in \z\ <1 and continuous in \z\ ^1. A is then a closed subalgebra of C, and by known results A consists precisely of those ƒ in C for which /|x|-i/(X)X n dX = 0, w^O. The following theorem is proved: If A' is any closed subalgebra of C which includes A, then either A' =A or A' -C. (Received January 9, 1953.) 307. Albert Wilansky: Row-finite and row-infinite summability matrices.
In Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 3 (1952) p. 389, the author proved that a reversible matrix allowed an equipotent consistent row-infinite matrix, thus in particular, a stronger, consistent row-infinite matrix, and conjectured that the latter is true with normal (=reversible-triangular) instead of row-infinite. The conjecture is correct foryl if (1) there exists R n with lim« Yl*>R n a n kXk = 0 for all x summable A, (2) ]T) fc | a n k/tk\ < °° for each n, where t n (known to exist, loc. cit. p. 390) satisfies sup \t n x n \ < °o for each x summable A. Theorem. There is a normal matrix consistent and equipotent with any reversible row-finite matrix. The theorem is trivial if "triangular" is substituted for "normal." (Received January 7, 1953.)
APPLIED MATHEMATICS

Wallace Givens: Numerical computation of the characteristic values of a real symmetric matrix.
The problem considered is that of finding the characteristic values of a real symmetric matrix À by a method suitable for use with a high speed automatic sequenced digital computer. Let Â have digital elements and norm slightly less than one; Â is not required to be definite nor need its roots be separated. By a sequence of (n -l)(n -2)/2 rotations in the coordinate planes x 2 Xz, x 2 Xi, • • • , x&n, x&Ci, • • • , [May the quadratic form x'Âx is carried into x'Sx with S =(&/) and sa -O for \i-j\ >1. After this first stage of "concentrating the data," the roots are found by determining the signature of S-Jlln for suitable values of p.. This general mathematical procedure is described in a paper to appear in the Proceedings of an NBS Symposium held in Los Angeles, August 1951 [NBS Appl. Math. Ser., vol. 29] . The present paper is a detailed error analysis, using methods stemming from those of von Neumann and Goldstine [Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 53 (1947) pp. 1021-1099], which proves the stability of the computation and establishes satisfactory bounds for the error (produced by round-off) in any root. For the second stage the bound is particularly small and is independent of the order of the matrix. (Received January 14, 1953.) 309. Imanuel Marx: Recurrence relations for prolate spheroidal wave functions.
Solution of the three-dimensional wave equation by separation in prolate spheroidal coordinates £, y, <f> leads to the angular wave functions S mn (ri) and the radial wave functions R mn (£), defined over the ranges -l^^l and 1^£< «>, respectively. Only functions of the first kind, which have no logarithmic terms, are considered. The functions ^mn^S mn Rmn cos m<f> and oe mn = S mn R mn sin m<f> solve the wave equation, and an arbitrary regular solution may be expanded in a termwise integrable double series of these functions. The derivatives d\f/ mn /dx, d\l/ mn /dy, d\p mn /dz are likewise solutions. The trigonometric as well as the wave functions have integral orthogonality over their respective intervals. Multiplication of d\f/ mn /dz by cos p<f> and integration with respect to <£, followed by multiplication by S pq and integration with respect to 17, gives a linear relation among R mn , R mn , and R mg , q^n. Multiplication by R P q and integration with respect to £ similarly gives a linear relation among S mn , »s£ n , and S mq . The same method applied to d\l/ mn /dx and d\p m n/dy gives relations among R mn , R mn , and R m ±i, q , or among S mn , S mn , and S m ±i, q . (Received January 12, 1953.) 310t. L. E. Payne and H. F. Weinberger: Upper and lower bounds for polarization.
The following problem is considered. A4>=0 in the exterior of a closed surface S. </ > assumes the boundary values Xi (a rectangular coordinate) on 5 and vanishes at infinity. The Djrichlet integral of <f> is called the polarization P of S. Certain theorems concerning the value of Pa axe proved. Among these are: (a) Pii+P22+P33^6F S , where V s is the volume of 5. This inequality was conjectured by Schiffer and Szegö (Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 67 (1949) ) and becomes an equality when S is a sphere. The free boundaries of a plane, steady irrotational flow of an ideal fluid may carry isolated singularities. Well known are the singularities generating jets, wakes, and planning surfaces Theoretical hydrodynamics, Chap. 12 ). An investigation of all possible singularities, under the only assumptions of a bounded velocity and a locally schlicht flow, leads essentially to these three types only. For this purpose the flow is locally mapped onto a domain of a parameter plane / with the free boundary corresponding to a segment of the real axis and the singularity to tf = 0. Then, at the origin, the complex potential w and the complex velocity f can have only the following expansions: w=at~2-\-bt~l-\-c In t +Ri(t), r(0 -i im exp {iR2{t)}, where Ri(t) and R 2 (t) are power series of t, real on the real axis. m = 0 corresponds to the above-mentioned singularities and m^O yields four new types in which one free streamline curls around another of different velocity. Let if be a two-dimensional simply-connected manifold, complete under a Riemannian metric of class C 3 . Assume that the Gaussian curvature of M is bounded below. A pole of M is a point Q such that any two complete geodesic rays with initial point Q intersect only at Q. It is proved that, if P is interior to an open set of poles of M, then any two geodesic rays with initial point P must diverge. In particular, this holds for any intersecting geodesic rays if every point of M is a pole, i.e., if no geodesic of M has a pair of mutually conjugate points. This implies the-existence of topological transitivity of the geodesic flow on a class of surfaces for which M is the universal covering surface, including those treated by Morse and Hedlund [Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 51 (1942) pp. 362-386] . If, in addition, it is assumed that there are no points focal to any geodesic of M, it is shown that the Gaussian curvature between two "parallel" geodesies must vanish. This implies that a surface homeomorphic to a cylinder which has bounded opening and no focal points must have zero curvature. (Received January 15, 1953.) LOGIC AND FOUNDATIONS 313/. E. L. Post: Solvability, definability, provability; history of an error.
The concept general recursive function leads to a thesis (Kleene, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. (1943) p. 60) having as a consequence the existence of absolutely unsolvable problems. Also in 1943, the author (Amer. J. Math., footnote 6) proposed the problem of absolutely undecidable propositions. The author later realized that a necessary condition for provability would suffice; still later, that to solvability and provability should be added definability. In 1947, in a lost letter to Tarski via Church, the author proposed a formulation of "Primitive Inductive-Reflective Proof" involving, besides the elementary, only mathematical induction and "Gödelization." But a representation theory for Gödel's system P (1931) failed to materialize due to P's Axiom of Reducibility. Indeed, Kleene's Example (Proceedings of the International Congress of Mathematicians, 1950, vol. II, p. 683) offers hope of an impossibility proof. The obvious specificity of Mostowski's "definable set" concept (Fund. Math. (1947) ) suggested a like development for the language (set of W. F. F.) of system P, and, constructivity being lost, further led to that generalization which constitutes the language of the P a of the author's present research (see following abstract). Just prior to the last idea it was seen that the correct order of the earlier triplet is, of course, solvability, definability, provability. (Received February 9, 1953.) 3142. E. L. Post: A necessary condition f or definability f or transfinite von Neutnann-Gödel set theory sets, with an application to the problem of the existence of a definable well-ordering of the continuum. Preliminary report.
In P w (see previous abstract), « is an arbitrary ordinal. The language (sic) of P (0( > is that of the simple theory of types semantically treated. An "«-formula" is defined as an x^ (xW) range, all sets of type less than «, and any formula obtainable from «-formulas by a negation, disjunction or quantification. The present thesis is that every definable set is given by some «-formula. The well-ordered series of ordinals leads to a well-ordering A of the continuum-represented by a set of positive integers in classic manner. A Gödelian interval 0^£<1, £ sequence of definitions proves that A is an "«-set" and, subject to the filling in of five validation lacunae and checking, by a calculus of validation, the other formulas, leads to the theorem (the corresponding metatheorem is obvious): either (the defined) A well-orders the continuum-interval 0^£<1 or there is no definable well-ordering of the continuum. A method is devised whereby the expected mean value of a given quantitative characteristic of a hybridized strain descended in any manner from members of some original set of inbred strains can be predicted. This is done by showing the system having as elements the representations of various stocks in terms of their proportions of gene-pairs involving two allelic genes which contribute equally and additively to the quantitative characteristic under consideration to be isomorphic to a subset of the normalized elements having non-negative coefficients in a nonassociative baric algebra of order three. The expected proportions of loci of the three possible types are thus obtainable as functions of the proportions in the parent stocks, and it is shown that the proportions of loci carrying pairs of the effective gene can be estimated for the members of a set of inbred stocks if the values of the quantitative characteristic are known for the stocks themselves and the F\ hybrids resulting from crosses among them. The crossing of related stocks is discussed and it is made clear that such crosses do not lead to the most desirable values of the quantitative characteristic in question. (Received January 16, 1953.) 316/. K. L. Chung: Note on unimodal distribution.
A distribution function F{x) is called unimodal with vertex s if F(x) is convex for x<s, and concave for x>s. A. I. Lapin claimed in his thesis (1947, in Russian and unavailable in the U.S.) that the convolution of two distribution functions both unimodal with vertex 0 is again so. Using this theorem Gnedenko (Ukrain. Mat. Zurnal vol. 1 (1949) pp. 3-8) proved that every d.f. belonging to the class L is unimodal. Lapin's theorem (and proof) is trivially incorrect if one considers the uniform distribution in the interval ( -1/3, 2/3). Even without specifying the vertex of the convolution the theorem is still incorrect. Example. F(x) = 0 if x< -c, = l/2+#/2c if -c^x<0, =1/2+* if 0^*<l/2, =1 if 1/2 g*. For any c<l/4 the convolution of F with itself is not unimodal, in fact its derivative has two relative maxima. Thus Gnedenko's theorem remains unproven. (Received January 28, 1953.) 317. R. E. Kalaba: A random walk interpretation for the Poisson, Pólya, and Neyman distributions.
A generalization of the well known Poisson random walk process is considered, in that steps of arbitrary integral length and direction along a line at each instant are permitted. The probability of being at a position n steps from the initial point after time t is obtained, as are certain general properties of the distribution. It is shown that the "contagious" distributions of Pólya and Neyman (as well as the Poisson and other distributions) are obtained as special cases, thus bringing out sharply points of difference and similarity among these distributions; by way of illustration, an application to fluctuation phenomena of high energy particles is pointed out. The point of view taken in the paper enables one to generalize results contained in the less well known papers of Lüders, Cernuschi, and Castagnetto, and to correlate them with Neyman's, Pólya's, and especially Feller's papers on contagion. (Received January 7, 1953.) 3182. G. Kallianpur and Herbert Robbins: On the equidistribution in probability of sums of independent random variables. Under mild restrictions on F(x) (for example, if (i) F'(x) exists and belongs to 2> (-00, 00) for some 1 <pS2, and (ii) either the mean of F(x) is 0 and the second moment finite, or Pr [n~l la S n ûx]-+V a (x) = symmetric stable law with characteristic exponent 1 ^a<2) it is shown that the sequence {S n } is equidistributed in the sense that if each hi (x) is bounded and summable on (-00, 00) with integral hi, fe^O, then lim n^o o Un -hi/lh in probability. The same result holds if the h%(x) are Riemann integrable in some finite interval, vanishing elsewhere, even when F(x) is not absolutely continuous, provided it is not a lattice distribution and has mean 0 and finite third absolute moment. For a large class of F(x) belonging to the domain of normal attraction of the symmetric Cauchy law this property is preserved under translation. On the other hand, if the mean of F(x) is 5*0 then {S n } is not equidistributed. As an incidental result the limiting distribution of sums J^" h(Sj), properly normalized, is found in the case of equidistribution, generalizing results of Chung and Kac (Remarks on fluctuations of sums of independent random variables. Memoirs of the American Mathematical Society, no. 6, 1951) . (Received January 23, 1953.) TOPOLOGY 
R. D. Anderson: Some monotone (and monotone open) images ofR\
Let R? denote the ^-dimensional cube. The author shows that for any positive integer p, there exists a monotone mapping of R 3 onto R?. With the previously an-
